CHAPTER XII
the invasion of india :  qandahar to karnal
when Nadir became Shah of Persia in the spring of 1736, Muhammad
Shah had been Emperor of Mughal India for seventeen ^years. The
Mughal line, like that of the Safavis, had sadly degenerated in the course
of time, and Muhammad Shah compared no more favourably with Babur
or Akbar than Shah Sultan Husain had done with Shah Isma'il or Shah
'Abbas I. The dissolution of the Mughal Empire had begun towards
the end of the long reign of Aurangzib (1658-1707), and in the dozen
years that immediately followed his death three wars of succession hastened
the rate of decline. An additional cause of weakness was the emergence,
in the reign of Bahadur Shah (1707-1712), of the Turanian (Trans-
oxianan or Central Asian), Persian and Hindustani factions. In 1719
Raushan Akhtar, a grandson of Bahadur Shah, was elevated to the throne,
and took the title of Muhammad Shah, During his reign of twenty-nine
years he " watched, rather than contested, the progress of disintegration,
while his court was the scene of intrigue between various factions."1
It was unfortunate for India that, at the time when Nadir Shah decided
upon his invasion, she had as Emperor such a man as Muhammad Shah,
and that his court was divided against itself.
It will be recalled that the Persian court had on several occasions
requested the Mughal Emperor to dose his frontiers to Afghan fugitives,
and that the Emperor had replied that he would do so. Nothing, however,
had been done, as was found at an early stage of the campaign in Afghani-
stan.2 Nadir, in anger, thereupon dispatched Muhammad Khan Turko-
man to Delhi to complain of the failure of the Mughal forces to close the
frontier : he gave the envoy strict orders not to remain at the Mughal
court for more than forty days. When, in due course, Muhammad
Khan Turkoman delivered this letter, the Emperor and his Ministers
were much perplexed ; if they replied, by what title should they address
Nadir ?» Instead of deciding this question immediately, they resolved
to return no answer until the result of the siege of Qandahar became
India (London' I93«). p. 267, by W. H. Moreland and Sir Atul Chandra
Chatterjee.  The state of India at this time was very aimff^r, in some respects, to what
it had been 340 years before, when Timor was about to launch his attack ; then, as in
i73«/9. the country was much weakened by the struggles of rival factions for power.
•Seep. 117 above.	*
• Shaikh Hazin, p. 286; Siyant'l-Muta'akhJthirin, p. 470; BayatM-Wagi', fol. I5(a).
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